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brothers and sisters. The same level of achievement can-
not be set for him. It is no use trying to make him more
ambitious if he lacks ability to reach standards set for
those of greater native capacity. In a case of this kind,
the parent and teacher should provide work suited to the
child's capacity so that he will be able to succeed reason-
ably often. They should not require too much work.
They should not push the child beyond his ability to
achieve without strain* In addition to the school work,
some parents require the child to take music, French, and
dancing lessons. Other parents require excessive work in
the home or neighborhood. Some home duties are desir-
able, but they can be made "too much of a good thing."
 2.	A child may develop nervousness because of inability to
adjust himself to a home situation in which he never knows
what will be expected of him.   The parents squabble over
policies and methods of treating him.    They do not con-
sistently demand a few essential things.    They nag.    In
some homes the child is exposed to a continuous bombard-
ment of commands from morning to night.   He is "talked
at" continuously.   Another factor in causing a feeling of
insecurity is the discrepancy which a bright child notices
between the standards of the parents and those which they
set up for the children.
 3.	Emotional conflicts on the part of parents frequently affect
the child unfavorably.    He is disturbed by family dissen-
sion.   Parents who quarrel with each other, who are tense,
gloomy, worried, anxious, and fearful may transfer some
of their emotional disturbance to their child.   Such a home
atmosphere may make a child "nervous."    Likewise,  a
knowledge of the parents' conscious sacrifice for the child
may make him feel unwanted and insecure.
 4.	The teacher as well as the parent frequently adds to a
child's emotional instability.   "A dyspeptic, sarcastic, irri-
table, or nagging teacher can lower health values and bring
about nervous disorders and emotional difficulties."    A
teacher who tries to shame the child out of his nervousness
is more than likely to aggravate the difficulty.
5.	A school program that is too confining, that provides little
opportunity for physical activity and for working uninter-

